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ARDS beyond 6/kg



Outline

• Basic principles of lung protective ventilation

– Small tidal volumes

– Recruitment

• The challenging areas

– Asynchrony

– Spontaneous ventilation

– For whom?

– Care in the real world ...



Ventilator Asynchrony

is common during lung protective ventilation

• 2.3 stacked breaths per minute in lung protective 

ventilation leading to increased delivered Vt

• Small tidal volume, high respiratory rate, high ventilatory 

drives = perfect storm for asynchrony
Crit Care Med 2008; 36:3019–3023



Ventilator asynchrony is a finding 

not a diagnosis

Gilstrap and MacIntyre AJRCCM 188 (9):1058–1068 2013



Ventilator asynchrony

• 7000 hours of mechanical ventilation in 50 patients

• Asynchrony index, Ineffective triggering index

• > 10% analyzed as pathologic

Blanch, et al Intensive Care Med. 2015 (4):633-41



Asynchronies increase over time

Blanch, et al Intensive Care Med. 2015 (4):633-41
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Ventilator asynchrony

more data – more questions

• AI measured when?

• Informative censoring – patients drop out of cohort 

because they die or get better

• Adjustment for confounders

• Cause effect or effect cause

• Is the “cure” for asynchrony (larger tidal volumes, 

increased sedation, paralysis) worse than the disease?



Ventilator asynchrony

• 7000 hours of mechanical ventilation in 50 patients

• Asynchrony index, Ineffective triggering index

• > 10% analyzed as pathologic

Blanch, et al Intensive Care Med. 2015 (4):633-41



Weaning by the bible

ARDSnet

• Pressure support only used in 

weaning phase

• FiO2 < 0.4 and PEEP < 8

• CPAP 5 with RR<35

– If fails SBT return to ACVC

• Pass SBT

– PS wean with PS up to 20

– target RR 26-35

– fails return to ACVC

• Tidal volume not regulated in 

this phase



Ventilating the patient with who takes large tidal volumes 

with low driving pressure

• Control tidal volume

– ARDSnet protocol

– Early paralysis benefit may be 

due to TV control

– Physiology: transpulmonary

pressure may be high in these 

patients and injurious

• Allow large spontaneous breaths

– Sedation more harmful or not 

feasible

– Driving pressure data

– Spontaneous breath turns “baby 

lung” in to “toddler lung”

Limited data to support a strong opinion
RCT will be tough: separation and low mortality



ARDSnet 101

Setting the PEEP dial

“EBM” guided PEEP in Moderate and Severe ARDS = “More”

More ... 



ARDSnet 101

Setting the PEEP dial

Suter, et al NEJM 292:284-289, 1975
Amato et al, N Engl J Med 2015;372:747-55.



ARDSnet 101

Setting the PEEP dial

Expert guided PEEP

Critical Care 2014, 18:R95

Crit Care Med 2004; 32:250 –255



What about the mode?

PC PC (pro-con)

• Pro-PC

– Easier to track driving pressure

– High initial flow rates reduce 

demand asynchrony

– Decelerating flow leads to 

higher mean airway pressure

– Decelerating flow 

“homogeneous” distribution to 

alveoli with slow filling 

constants

• Pro-VC

– Easier to track Vt

– Most “advantages” of PC can 

be replicated with flow and I-

time

– Changes in compliance rapidly 

picked up on airway pressures

– Variability in Vt missed; more 

likely to exceed Vt targets

It may not matter as long as you 

know what you are doing



Which hypoxemic patients have “ARDS”?

NOT

ARDS
ARDS



Does recognition matter?

I think my patient has ARDS I don't think my patient has ARDS

~ 7.8 
ml/kg PBW

~ 7.8 
ml/kg PBW



Is the CXR issue fixable?

READS LUNG-SAFE Trial



Training does not improve accuracy 

or reliability



“ARDS” and mechanical ventilation

• Good news

• Probably enrolling a very 

heterogeneous group of 

patients in our trials

• Included cases that many 

doctors would not “recognize”

• Positive trials likely apply to a 

very broad phenotype



“ARDS” and mechanical ventilation

• Good news

• Probably enrolling a very 

heterogeneous group of 

patients in our trials

• Included cases that many 

doctors would not “recognize”

• Positive trials likely apply to a 

very broad phenotype

• Bad news

• Probably enrolling a very 

heterogeneous group of 

patients in our trials

• Included cases that many 

doctors would not “recognize”

• If the radiograph or variables 

associated with it are 

important, negative trials are 

hard to interpret



Severe ARDS

Effective strategies underutilized

22% of patients with SEVERE ARDS TV > 8 ml/kg PBW



Limited adoption of effective 

therapies

Ann Am Thorac Soc. 2016 Oct 13. 



Limited de-adoption of ineffective 

therapies

Ann Am Thorac Soc. 2016 Oct 13. 



Beyond 6 ml/kg

• Ventilator asynchrony

– Associated with bad things – are the bad things preventable?

• Large spontaneous ventilation in ARDS

– Bedside clinical judgment on approach still best answer

• PEEP management?

– Back to the future: compliance based therapy

• Who should get lung protective ventilation?

– Don’t worry too much, harm limited, data likely applies to 

broad range of patients



Beyond 6 ml/kg

• Uptake and de-adoption

– ARDS is not a boutique disease

– As we focus on ECMO, proning, and paralysis, lets not forget 

the 70% of ARDS with mild and moderate disease



Email 

gordon.rubenfeld@sunnybrook.ca for slides


